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ABSTRACT 

Transmission of data in wireless network is an easy process and we can provide more security, but we come to 

the network coding its more difficult to provide the security in some of the reasons like attackers, attacks simply 

inject in the network by the bogus information transaction and the link failing errors all the some of the draw 

backing systems. When the bogus data is transforming it will hide the content which is in inside and the integrity 

verification may not identify that information some of the cases then at the final stage it will slowdown the 

process and it won’t achieve the process at the final stage of data transmission. Hash functionality was 

implemented here to overcome the past problems in this application and it will the select each node information 

randomly to transmit the data. This hash function will work on the basis of signs and based on data sizes. In the 

advance way we are implemented with the help of on the fily verification it proposes the homomorphism 

information in the network by these both implementations we are provided more security and more efficiently of 

data transforming in the network by using the network coding of hash function.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In network there are many intentions has come to protect the data and to store that data in safe manner from 

server to server. mounting of network coding for the files transformation in the network is major task. 

Distributed systems are used for an inter communication between the local area networks and to make the 

communication between its providing services in the network. And to transfer the different kinds of files like 

media files and other content files we need to transfer in local area. The things is how to transfer the data in the 

network is not a main task but providing the security to that data in the distribution time and how can we 

achieve the requirement of transmission in network is important. So when we are transferring the data some 

time we need to transfer the large amount data files in the network and that files has to deliver in the distributed 

systems without of failing the data. Like power disconnection and some sort of error occurring in the time of file 

distribution not only that some of the times software updates not supporting of content what we transferred also 

like some of the disadvantages may occur in the time of files distribution. If in case any type of bogus data is 

transferring in network malicious attackers will perform their actions to check all the content what we transfer if 

anything identified in the time of checking it will stop or make to slow of processing for the security reasons in 

the network, sometimes it will disconnect the network connection.  
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In general transmission the data integrity will do all these actions by the help of hash and sign method. That 

means it will collect all the information which was in the distribution network and that all information will be 

send to hash function, it will check all the original content and its related information in network as a hash 

function value h, by the sign of distributed data X. For the security reasons we are implemented more methods 

to for the data to transfer in secure manner in the earlier time of network coding. In the next time it was showed 

that nodes have to perform the operation in the network instead of working on coding. If nodes are not passing 

in the information the checking status of content not to simply transfer the data. When nodes has performed the 

coding its simply to achieve the multi tasks in the network coding, and simultaneously it will perform the 

multiple snicks in multi case environment. When we apply some of the classical methods to complete the action 

at the time of ending its showing the difficulty to share the required knowledge in the topology networks, in the 

period of coding implementation it needed to know the related links to retrieve the data when it fails by any 

error in the network. To solve that we are implemented the random linear coding method, for the nodes 

transformation of data in the network and information in network and it makes to take the local decisions in the 

time of distribution in the network. Based on the available information, as we mentioned X as the original data 

in the above it will divide that all the content into different blocks. X1,x2,x3,x4,.....xn. in this state each and 

every nodes will carry the some information for the moving of data in the network. . P=  it’s for each 

of nodes transmission then after assigning the information and the division of blocks, it will call the nodes with 

the combination of the files which was related to that information in network. When it’s having the sufficient 

nodes and its related transformation things it will check the process of transmission. It’s very important to verify 

the data in the network and its packet generated information T, if it had not checked in the time of transmission 

it will combine or any error may occur in the time of distribution. When all these things was completed it will 

check the process and if in case it has funded any down falling of information it will check and identify that 

information was corrupted then we can simply identify the process in network. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Here it’s a normal process of implementation and with the representation of graph- theory. The maximum 

expansion of the process and interlinks will be based on the relation between the end and source points only. 

That all the process we can check and we can maintain in a graph format. it will come like a cyclic form based 

on its capability in the network. But if there is only one single source and it contains multiple sniks or the 

destination points then that time its flow should be reduce, then it may not be achieve the exact requirements of 

data transmission. In the time of transaction if nodes are implemented coding it’s easy to transfer the data in the 

network we can simply achieve the task and it will provide the information and data transmission from single 

source to multiple sinks. Then it is easy to achieve the requirements to transform the information from single to 

multi sniks without any barrier and without slow down of process. Through this we can simply overcome the 

theoretical information by the help of the node implementation coding in the network, for the routing 

information and for the forwarding of its information in distributed systems. Even the intermediate nodes can 

perform the coding in the time of transmission it may not be the linier to perform the coding in sufficient 

manner, but it will fill the requirements of the theoretical information of the nodes transmission in the network 

coding. As for the minimum requirement of the node contains its setting it will help to do the linear transmission 

then it can receive the information and it can transfer the information in distributed network. Through this we 
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can identify the outcome of the process is that the node are moving in down ward or in speedup process. So to 

compute that process in the network we are performed that process in the topology of network. To implement 

this we have to know the process of transformation before it transform in the network. In maximum of case it 

comes as a link failing error in the network. So to improve that we considered that the static information of 

linear data processing and to handle the code as well as to handle the link failed code errors in the networking, 

still there is some more requirements and its needed polynomial task to improve the quality in network. 

 

Fig1: Identification of Fault Detection. 

Here first we implemented centralized construction algorithm and to run the polynomial values in the time of 

edges representation in the network. For that it should have the information about the sniks and the 

availability of its sizes and related nodes information. Through this we can identify that process of 

transmission even it was implemented by the help of CC algorithm in the transmission rates it except the sinks 

and source only and in the remaining positions it’s just like no use of network coding to transform the 

information. And finding of an optimal multi costing position of coding in network is different with NP-hard 

method.  

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM   

      

3.1 Security of Hash Function 

Here H is denoted as a security of defined terms in the networking. To implement the hash function mainly we 

user the neighbor function feasibility functions in the topology process.  

F(n) is the function of neighbor nodes information, here n is the positive value of the polynomial function, for 

all the remaining node its sufficient f(n)<1/ poly(n). 

Furthermore we are implemented the resistance methods of has function. In other words, H is the clash conflict 

value and it contains two message at the time of transmission x and y are the is messages it will generate the 

same hash values. 

Consider P is a prime number and q is large prime number then p= αq+1. Α is the positive integer value. Then 

p1,p2,p3,…..pm where m is small prime number and it contain the some of the parameters like e1,e2,e3,…..€Zq  

that means at least one value I has to contain. 
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Here  and this function will help us to reduce the VSDL problem in the network. This above algorithm 

will help to solve and to provide the information in an instance manner and with the help of random selection of 

nodes we can reduce GVSDL problem instantly in the network. 

 

3.1 Baseline Verification Method 

Here in network main thing is verification, if the verification was passed then that all things are also done. So to 

check this verification we are wasting time and implementing with more complexity of identification. To reduce 

that time processing and to maintain the information of each node in a batch wise we are implemented this batch 

methodology. After the node received its information b and its packets are ((y1,c1),(y2,c2))….etc. so here nodes 

has to verify all its information in step wise. In Random Order,  

with compute W =  

 

compute v=  

And final one is to verify the integrity of packets information in the network. Because of homomorphism 

functionalities in hash function, we are able to know that information where the verification process was failed 

and how its passing the information in the network. Whatever it may be when the packers or nodes information 

is passing for the verification in that definitely one packet of information should be a corrupted data in the 

network. Even it was corrupted tit may not identify by the verification algorithm so for this reason we have to 

check more carefully in all the time of data verification in the network.  

 

IV. RESULTS 

 

As we studies about the computational details of nodes in above its value should pass by the random selection of 

hash function value. Before the selection it will apply the value to the set of rules for each block and it will 

specify its limitation up to ѳ. That means it can combine its related data and it will modify the related 

information related to the hash function values. So here the efficiency of the function is H1 it’s more efficient 

than the remaining blocks in the network. It was implemented by the basis of small prime functions.  

 

Fig2: Computation Efficiency of H1 
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We can see the computation of H1 in above graph, which was divided as a group in the network based on the 

intervals and its related information in the network. Here we are taken as a example of 25 random values and in 

that we can observe throughout the process how its increasing its group values and its sub group limitations. 

When the sub blocks count reaches as a m it will stop the incrementing.   

Then in the final process of batch verification it will check 30kb per second. Then in batch b its increases up to 

600kb per second. If in that process b has reached up to 100 then it can only check the 3mb information per 

second like this the total information will check on the batch verification method.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

When we check the content sharing or the files transforming on wireless network is an easy task, but if we check 

on the network we need to check the more security reasons and to put effort in it to provide the security to the 

application. Transaction of files in the network from pear to pear distribution and a large amount of data sharing 

in the network by the use of network coding. Here we found a problem of data transition on fly verification. But 

the previous mechanism has implemented on the homomorphism process then we can simply know and check 

the process of verification in the network to make it faster and to provide the security in it. 

Here to overcome all these problems we are implemented has functionality for the network coding to make an 

efficiency and security transmission of data in the network by using node implementation of coding in the 

distributed network. If the data has checked in the integrity verification function sometimes it won’t recognize 

the bogus information which was valid or not in the function at the final we are failed to achieve the exact value 

in the network. So to achieve the data transmission in the network we are implemented has function then we are 

able to achieve the functionality of the function in the network. Through this hash function we are implemented 

the fast processing of data transmission in the network for this we are implemented random selection of nodes 

information in the network. 
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